
Inverse Reinforcement Learningfor Highly-Versatile Behavior
Description
For many reinforcement learning scenarios exemplary data from (human) experts isavailable. One way to utilize this data is learning from demonstrations, i.e., learninga policy that mimics the expert behavior. The goal of Inverse Reinforcement Learning(IRL) is to not just copy the expert but to infer the underlying reward function, whichgave rise to the observed behavior. This reward function can subsequently be usedto refine the learned policy.Current approaches [4, 3] are often often limited to learning the reward functionof a single behavior. Yet, human behavior data is often highly versatile, where thesame task is solved using di�erent motions. Recently, we proposed Expectation In-formation Maximization (EIM) [2], a novel approach for density estimation based onthe I(nformation)-Projection. Similar to generative adversarial approaches [4], EIMemploys a discriminator, yet it avoids an adversarial formulation. Using a previouslyintroduced decomposition of the I-Projection objective [1] for mixture models, EIMcan be applied to model highly versatile (multi-modal) data and is already applicableto behavioural cloning.This project is concerned with developing a new technique for IRL in a contextual,trajectory-based setting and applying it to trajectory planning. In this setting onlythe trajectory needs to be planned. A controller able of following these trajectoriescan be assumed to be available, thus actions do not need to be considered explicitly.More specifically, the goal of this project is to extend EIM to IRL. To this end, di�erentways of realizing the discriminator, such that it learn a reasonable and precise rewardfunction should be derived and implemented.Tasks

• Learning from Demonstrations. Use EIM to clone expert behaviour for trajec-tory planning tasks. To get policies that generalize to novel scenarios we workin a contextual setting.• Designing Informative and Stable Discriminators. Di�erent ways of realizingthe discriminator, such that it learns reasonable, precises and stable rewardfunctions are to be derived and evaluated.• Inverse Reinforcement Learning. The new discriminators are used togetherwith EIM to simultaneously clone the experts behaviour and extract its under-lying reward. The learned reward functions are supposed to be used to furtherimprove the policy.References
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